
Thesberg SHOULD BE GialTRD RELTER FROM THe JUDGHMERT? BECAUSE IT IS Nov ROULTABIE 

in stating what Weisberg represented as requiring that he be granted relief from 

its judgement against him, the district court makes no mention of the lengthy citation 

of authorities and the faeks undisputed facts making the judgement dnequitable (pages 

c es . : 
5 and 6) and perhaps to mask the fact that the Memorandum does not address the evidence 

of perjury filed by Weisberg and remains entirely undenied, it also avoids that 

dirty word. 

Weisberg stated, and it remains without any dispute at all - was never mentioned 

by the defendants or|the court in any way - that even if the 

  

alleged discovery demanded had been proper and justified, which i denied with 

evidence that also remains ucdenied and is the only evide ce on this coint in the’ 

case record, the government having produced none of its own and none in attempted 

‘fe vrefutations of his evid dence f - thet the discovery demanded was excessive and 

ant mer:ly burdensome, a recognized basis for not providing demanded discover 

it was by its nature en Weisberg, without refutatio n, also alleged that 

o excessive that it would not be possible for him to a the discovery demanded was 

attest to its completeness under caths 

The wording of the demanded and granted discovery required that Weisberg 

attest to each and "each and every" reason for claiming that his requests had not been 

p complied with and “each and every" decument he has that relates to this in any waye 

The two basic reasons advanced for demanding discevery are, on the one hand, that 

it would enable the defendants |to prove compliance with his requests and on the other, 

that in the event it had not, Weisberg's unique subject-matter expertise was 

reouired for that information to be located and processede 

Weisberg stated, and it vemains umrefuted, that because the required initial 

searchés had never nEen made, day dicooueaes. the least, was prematures (Dallas 

as will be seen, never made any searches to’ comply with Weisberg's requests and 

when years after claiming compliance was directed by the appeals office to make   
a few seurches, they were inadequate, knowingly incom mplete, and even a blank sea arch 
slip was provided as both autehtnic and reflecting all the existing pertinent records.
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With regards to’ the ¢yo refordang obtained by the Dallas FBI office, Weisberg, from 

FEI's own the antifal records, id 

Pile cabinets and wi th regard 7 
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it should bee “ertinent records) were ‘also admitted then located. In response, Weisb 

imnediately wrote and said thet the records are not subject to any exemption, ‘hich is 

undenied i.
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in locating the recordings no 
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£ or the cast o 

to others for their researche 

2 exultation the appeals office notified Weisberg, in 

second recording cxactly where Weisberg had indicated 
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et a copy of then he could vrovide edditional assistance 

identified in that letter. He also asked to be notified 

a second duplicate of the located recording so he could provide it 

A years and a helf hac ndssed’ since, admitted, the recording and the related records 

- . . \ 
were located. To this day Weisters has had no response to his letter and subsequent 

reminders of it), no word on the cost he would remit for the second duplicate, and 

not a single page of the nonexempt and relevant records was been processed for hime 

My 2 
This, certainly, gives the lie to the defendants' claim of needing any discovery, 

  

or their claim to prompt com pljance, ni itis but enother of the thousands of 

illustrations - by thousands We eisbers is not resorting to a figure of apeges ~ 

of the defendants’ steadfast refusal to make any use of the extraordinary amount of 

po 
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the undeviating record is of not making any use of that information end documentation. 
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the setontent may have seen in disclosing +0 Weisberg 

sn did not exist (there was a5 ables for the district 

mm was provided and it did and said nothing), there is _ 

and mere serious yvroblem. The second recordings was 

convoked by the Nationel Academy of Sciences by 

use, as disclosed records reflect, it is not within 

FoIa) as the original recording. Ther: is internal evidence, evidence on that recording   
itself, that what the FOI revresented as the original and was analyzed by these



stientists as te original when it is not the original. end fnote 

: : “terencants! 8 i ssion af 
, Peeunite Set Seen eee the belated discovery of the recording Phillips had so 

often and so often in immune self—contraction-of himself sworn richest 

the FBI did not have was after the record clsoed in the district court and is 

included in the new evidence where, along with all the other and not inf reavently 

raunchy new evidence the district court entirely ignored ite Numeous ales and similar 

illustrations are in the case record and also remain i enorede 

‘If as it never did the BI needed any discovery from Weis sberg relating to these 

; his 

inportant recordings that without question are within the request, i it needed no 

more than s single relevant document or a single relevant reason, not “each and 

every” reason and record to know what it ine in any event, that it had the 

recordings in question. However, Weisberg's information and ‘documentation on this 

was so extensive he even told the FBI the make of the tape seconier on which it made 

the first duplicates of the records = from its own and thoroughly indexed records, 

which were never searched. . | 

‘Bach and every" included in the granted discovery is clearly excessive and 

clearly very burdensome. 

On buvlleuaoneneas Weisberg stated under oath and subjectoto the penalties of 

perjury that using his files to comply with SO intendedly exces “sive a request is 2 

vhysical impossibility for him, was then and for as long as he lives would be. He 

stated the adtca and physical reasons for this. In the rare instance of defenints 

unflortigicins: ‘any kind of response, end being careful to avoid any evidence of any 

attestion, which would, as was|only too well know, lead to his charging verjury, 

defendantd' counsel filed slurring, conclusory and entirely baseless claims.that   
what was demanded was well within Weis berg's capabulities. Counsel undeftook to 

. 
"orove" this by citing the er of pages of affidavits Weisberg had filed, the 

Weisberg replied promptly, with the act “ual. arithnetic, which established that for the 

ng 
"oroof" copsicting of crooked I alculations and ‘modimishersys unjustified opinions. 

period in question the actual time required for his drafting or those affidavits
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both surprise and satisfaction that Weisberg had survived at alle 

Althoughtthe initial arterial surgery was successi ful the post-operative 

complications, bith which necessitated his being rushed by ambulance from 

frederick to Washington, resulted in serious and permanent Toe tations on what he 

is able to do, what he may attemt.to do without hazard to himself and possibly others, 

and the amount: of time required for takixex fo.lowing his doctors! instructions. 

He also attested to the potential danger from some of his medications, particularly 

the anticoagulent, which he reg wires fm at a higher then average level and on which 

he has survived for the past ddcnies A simple fall can cause internal bleeding that 

can cause his deaths 

AS of the beriod of the dewanded discovery, ‘at his doctors! direct tions, he 

svent,; as he has since the energency surgery, three hours every day at @ neaby mall, 

where he walks until he feels what is inown as a claudication pain, when he is to ‘sit 

and elevate his left leg until it disappears, when he again resumes walking. His doctors 

sent hin to this mall bdcause shere is no is vehicular traffic for him to avpid, 

no hill to go) lap. ©: or dowi, places where he can elevate the leg every 75 feet or so, 

and a controlled environment because he is not. to be out in heat and humidity or when 

itis cold, ‘T his nall permits hin entry before it opens for busine @ s and becayse even 

a running child striking his foot can be disasterous, Weisberg has genrerally complete 

his. three daily hours of therapy] before the mall opens for business. His twice-weekly 
or clotting 

blood tests, to determine and carefully monitor the prothombin tine of his blood, 

required that feequently bec..use| he has henorrhaged from this dangerous anticoagulent, 

preceed this daily therapy. Thus, for the period of th. demanded discovery, aside from 

the sdadzonell limitations imposed by those other docuemnted and uncontested illnessees, 

(day was taken up by this therapy, which is essential 
2 Larse vert of 
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a 2 ayers © to his survival,   ze 
'; Subsequently, beginning with prostate surgery this January, Weisberg is, as he 

states in his request for an extension of time in which th file this brief, he is 
427 fy. 5 ont 1 < 4 5 +4 : 

still further limited in what he is able to do because of additional venous thrombosis



still 

hich followed tis recent sucgeryete is further enfeebled by it, cannot stand even 

long enough to out toothpaste on the brush without his left Zeot and leg engorging 

with blood thet cannot return to his heart or for other normal purposes, is lecs 

avle to walk and use steirs, and was directed by his cardiovascular surgeon to 

svend two hours a day flat on his back wi th his legs ele ted.) 
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directly. The restriction on hils dvivins is up to about 20 minutes and some=- 

times that is too much. He has aot dviven his car, which he bought in 1964, out 
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Obviously, with + se sevfous an. vernanent limitations, complying with even 

. reasoneble udiscovery vould heve been extraordinarily burdensome and burdensomenc ess 
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